
Brand Standards Checklist
ITEMS TO CHECK BEFORE YOUR PROJECT GOES 
INTO PRODUCTION OR IS POSTED ONLINE!

uwf.edu/bbrand

Brand fonts or approved sub brand fonts are being used 
throughout document.

Logo is not stretched, squished or otherwise manipulated.

No retired visual brand elements (including messaging) are 
being used.

Hashtags (if used) are from approved list. 

Brand colors are being used appropriately.

Photos are high-quality and not pixelated (use images from 
SmugMug over stock photos whenever possible).

Brand messaging is being used, if applicable.

Spell check has been completed.

Crossword Puzzle
Use the clues below to determine the answers 
to the UWF brand-inspired crossword puzzle.
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UWF’s primary headline typeface (with a few to 
choose from, just in case.)

The art and style of lettering. No, not “calligraphy,” 
but you’re getting it.

UWF’s photo library or a pompous face, your 
choice to make.

Nickname for our favorite armored ‘dillo, all-around 
campus hero.

When you want the blues and greens just right, use 
what color system this time?

It’s a bird, it’s a plane..NOPE, it’s just a shell with 
ever-changing ways.

A gateway to another dimension, or a place to find 
all brand mentions.

Our esteemed Argonaut mascot, but Jason his 
name is not.
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Down
“_______” Yeah! Or “Give ’Em ______”, two spirited 
phrases that an Argo might yell.

The very first name of these elements - here you’ll 
find squirrels and turtles for visual interest.

A place to share all things UWF and “stories,” but 
fair warning you may never stop scrolling.

A voyager I am, a coward I’m “naut.” If you’re 
looking to find me, a boat might be the spot.

Witching hour or a very deep blue, we think either 
of these clues will do.

Posts, likes and comments, oh my! This “novel” of a 
platform was one of the first online.

A color green by another name, guarding the 
entrance to Pensacola Bay is its claim to fame.

You’ll find the Caped Crusader in this city, or use 
this brand font for your body copy.
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